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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AMENDMENT BILL 2020 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AMENDMENT BILL (NO. 2) 2020 

Second Reading — Cognate Debate 
Resumed from 11 August. 
HON ALISON XAMON (North Metropolitan) [8.30 pm]: I rise to speak on the Environmental Protection 
Amendment Bill 2020 and the Environmental Protection Amendment Bill (No. 2) 2020. My colleagues have already 
commented on the Environmental Protection Amendment Bill and I share a number of the concerns that they have 
already stipulated, particularly regarding the lack of reference to climate change in the bill. I will also raise that there 
are not nearly enough improvements to accountability in this bill, as well as some concerns about the way in which 
we are moving towards bilateral agreements to deal with environmental concerns.  
As my colleagues have already said, I think it is almost unbelievable that this bill does not address climate change 
in any way. Our failure to take any legislative action on climate change is, frankly, outrageous. The government’s 
absolute refusal to deal appropriately with, for example, the Environmental Protection Authority’s attempts to deal 
with greenhouse gas emissions leads me to be concerned that there will be continued failure to address this issue. 
I think there are also genuine concerns about how close government is to a number of climate change polluters at the 
moment. Other states have managed to develop a plan—not simply targets—around the reduction of greenhouse 
gas emissions. They have recognised that environmental laws can be a key instrument to address the existential threat 
of climate change. As such, in other states within Australia, laws have been amended accordingly. It is problematic 
that, yet again, Western Australia will lag behind on this front. Members will no doubt be surprised to hear that 
those states are also managing to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. In Western Australia, we are instead in the 
process of wiping out the national progress on greenhouse gas emissions. It is well past time for Western Australia 
to get its act together on climate change. 
This bill represents yet another lost opportunity. I am very concerned that this government will continue to turn its 
back on every opportunity to deal with climate change. Some of the proposed remedies to make this bill better able 
to deal with climate change include dealing with the definitions of “pollution” and “environmental harm”. At present, 
the definition of pollution refers to an emission that makes the environment physically foul or filthy; it does not 
provide for emissions that could be odourless or colourless but which fundamentally alter the environment by trapping 
heat in the atmosphere. This is a missed opportunity to address climate change. If we expanded the definition of 
“pollution” to include greenhouse gas and its effects, we could then use the act as an instrument to restrict greenhouse 
gas emissions in order to curtail climate change. We have also missed an opportunity to include greenhouse gas 
emissions as part of our legal understanding of environmental harm. We also could have taken the opportunity to 
include greenhouse gases as part of the definition of “waste”. Already, just in the definitions, we have missed many 
opportunities to potentially deal with climate change. 
There are other missed opportunities within this bill. We have missed the opportunities to regulate or prohibit the 
emission or discharge of greenhouse gas substances; to prescribe standards for the emission or discharge of greenhouse 
gas substances; to prescribe conditions under which greenhouse gas substances might be emitted or discharged; 
and to require that strategies, policies or action plans be prepared for climate change mitigation or adaptation. We 
have missed the opportunity to ensure that the effect on climate change and greenhouse gas levels are mandatory 
criteria for all decisions that are made under the act. We have missed the opportunity to require a licence to authorise 
emissions. We have not even managed to prescribe activities resulting or indirectly resulting in greenhouse gas 
emissions. It is disappointing that no measures to address greenhouse gas emissions have been included in this bill. 
My colleague Hon Diane Evers has highlighted some of the core principles that the act aims to bring into practice. 
The act should also be informed by the overarching principles of similar acts in the eastern states. These include 
proportionality, namely that the measures minimising a harm or risk should be proportional to the harm or risk that 
is being addressed. They include primacy of prevention, namely that the prevention of harm to human health or the 
environment is preferable to mere mitigation or remedial action after damage has occurred. They include shared 
responsibility, namely that the protection of human health and the environment is a responsibility that is shared by all 
levels of government, business, industry and communities, as well as the people of Western Australia. They include 
evidence-based decision-making, namely that environmental decisions should be based on the best available evidence 
in the circumstances, as well as on evidence that is relevant and reliable. They also include, last but certainly not least, 
accountability, namely that members of the public should be given relevant, reliable and understandable information 
on any potential harms or risks to human health or the environment. Members of the public should be given relevant, 
reliable and understandable information on how decisions are being made under the act. Members of the public 
must be properly engaged by government and given the opportunity to participate in decisions made under the act 
when appropriate. Finally, members of the public should be able to expect that their interests will also be taken into 
account when decisions are made under the act. 
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The issue of accountability is a huge one. Accountability is incredibly important, particularly when we are looking 
at issues of environmental legislation. Elsewhere in Australia, the issue of accountability has been recognised as 
one of the most important overarching principles that should govern the implementation of environmental law. 
I acknowledge that the bill does introduce more accountability in some areas, particularly in mandating the publication 
of a wider variety of information related to decisions or processes under the act. But a lot more work still needs to be 
done on this act in the accountability space. It is important that we are able to hold government to account generally. 
This is especially important when we are talking about environmental policy. Decisions made by this government 
that affect the environment are ultimately decisions that will affect every single member of the community. 

The bill should include a new section that would create a statutory right to request reasons for a decision or the 
exercise of a power under the act. Any such statement of reasons ought to be set out in writing, set out findings on 
material questions of fact, refer to the evidence on which those finding were made, and give reasons for the decision. 

The bill makes some changes to the environmental protection policy process, but it could go, of course, much further. 
Currently, the bill amends the act only so that the publication requirements for a draft environmental protection 
policy are less prescriptive. We must introduce more transparency into the EPP process. If there is a decision to 
revoke an environmental protection policy, the minister may currently validate that decision without parliamentary 
approval. There are potentially devastating consequences for the environment if an environmental protection policy 
is able to be revoked and not enough checks have been built into that process. Parliamentary approval for revocation 
of an EPP would add a much-needed extra layer of accountability to the revocation process. If the EPA is giving 
advice to the minister on the revocation of an existing EPP, the act should require the capacity for public input into 
that advice. 

The bill should also broaden the scope of public referrals in the environmental impact assessment scheme. The public 
needs more opportunity to have a say on proposals that will impact the environment, because it currently has so few. 
That would also create more transparency. The bill will require that the authority must keep a public record of each 
proposal referred for an EIA. We should also require the publication of any decision to withdraw a referral.  

I am sure we are all aware of referrals that have been withdrawn at the last minute, as sometimes it is better to not 
have a decision than to have a refusal on the record. It would add to the transparency considerably if that requirement 
had been prescribed within this bill. 

The bill also allows for the development of environmental monitoring programs. These programs would address 
the cumulative environmental impacts in a certain geographical area that are caused by a certain industry. I do, of 
course, welcome this amendment; however, more can be done to make any new environmental monitoring program 
scheme more transparent. We need the data obtained under environmental monitoring programs to be made publicly 
available, in real time when possible. I have made this call about the issue of public access to monitoring information 
many times before, including when Western Australia first started fracking for unconventional gas. 

The legislation requires the CEO to keep a public record of several particular surrounding licences, and this includes 
applications, amendments, transfers, surrenders, suspensions and revocations of licences. Although this adds further 
public scrutiny into the licensing regime under the act, it provides the public with only a limited scope of information. 
We should also require a public record to be kept of data and reports required by licence conditions to be provided 
to the CEO. Currently, we get that information for very few projects. One that I can think of is the Water Corporation’s 
extractions from the Gnangara mound. In the previous Parliament in which I sat, I was the Greens spokesperson 
for water and I read those reports religiously. I have to say that they made pretty horrifying reading, as our climate 
warms and dries. Under the act as it will be amended by this legislation, it will be possible for the EPA to defer 
regulatory responsibility to another body. It will also allow the EPA to take account of other decision-making 
processes outside the act. I am concerned that such amendments will have the effect that decisions will be delegated 
to a body or process that does not have the protection of the environment as its overarching object or purpose. In 
fact, this legislation gives the EPA and the minister very wide discretion in deciding which other decision-making 
bodies and processes can deal with the potential environmental impacts of a proposal. With the review of the federal 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, huge concerns have been raised about the federal 
government’s desire to abrogate to the states its responsibility for matters of national environmental significance. 
I would have to say that these same concerns apply to the desire to push the coverage of environmental issues entirely 
to other agencies. Our dedicated environmental agencies need to be the ones to keep full oversight of exactly what 
is happening within the environment. 

There are a range of other points on accountability. In general, a disproportionate role in the operations of the act 
will continue to be played by the executive; the minister’s discretion will continue to be extremely broad, including 
approving the implementation of proposals that are environmentally unacceptable; and rather than Parliament 
legislating those matters, the regulation-making powers will continue to be extremely broad. Appeals will continue 
to be to the minister and not the judiciary, and they will continue to be open only to developers. The concerns that the 
Greens have raised many times about the lack of third party appeals in planning also exist around third party appeals 
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when it comes to environmental issues. Currently, the EP act does not allow third parties to initiate proceedings to 
remedy or restrain breaches of the EP act. The WA environment, I would remind members, is a public asset. We all 
have an interest in it and, therefore, we should all be able to access the tools to get poor decisions overturned. In 
the past, the Greens have spoken on the need for improved mechanisms for third party appeals under this act, and 
we absolutely should be enabling third party appeals of some kind. The act ought to be amended to prohibit the 
implementation of projects that fall within certain subject matters, such as new fossil fuel developments, any proposal 
with net positive greenhouse gas emissions, any proposal that could lead to the extinction of flora or fauna, and 
nuclear activities, including uranium exploration and mining. In addition, it will still be possible under the act for the 
minister to approve the implementation of proposals that the EPA says are incapable of being made environmentally 
acceptable. When it comes to the environment, instead of saying no, too often the answer is a conditional yes. Far 
too many times we have seen that these conditions are not met and are not enforceable. We are losing, and we 
continue to lose, too much as a result of this. 

A particular concern for us in Western Australia is the runaway train of emissions that is the LNG industry. As I have 
already said, while other states are diligently reducing their emissions, WA emissions have risen, due entirely to LNG. 
WA emissions from LNG, including from a number of new projects, have wiped out all the other efforts to reduce 
Australia’s emissions, and, frankly, that makes us a national disgrace. If this government was really serious about 
protecting the environment, it would stop any new LNG projects from going ahead. Instead, this government has 
been consistently spruiking the LNG industry, which, as we know, provides a tiny number of jobs compared with 
the sort of money that is being spent. Just about any other industry at all would do more for our economic recovery 
than this one. 

I want to make some final comments about the issue of bilateral agreements. The Environmental Defender’s Office 
of Western Australia’s submission recommends the supporting of assessment bilateral agreements, but not approval 
bilateral agreements. The bill, however, does not distinguish between these two kinds of bilateral agreements. It is 
not desirable that environmental decision-making under approval bilateral agreements be delegated to the state rather 
than the federal government. Approval processes under the commonwealth EPBC act have greater scrutiny and higher 
environmental standards than their state equivalents, and concerns have been raised by some stakeholders that 
approval processes at the state level are less objective and less independent than commonwealth approval processes. 
My colleague Hon Robin Chapple has previously drawn attention to the proposed amendment to the bilateral agreement 
regime under the EPBC act that is currently before the Australian Parliament. There have been many attempts over 
decades to combine federal and state environmental processes. Where that has been achieved, as with the regional 
forests agreements, it has resulted in a substantial loss of biodiversity. Recently, a Federal Court judge found that 
around 60 logged coupes in Victoria should never have been logged, and that logging those coupes has had a massive 
impact on rare and endangered species, including the Leadbeater’s possum. That is a lot of failing in the regional 
forests agreements, and our own is certainly no shining light of environmental sustainability. 

I also wish to draw members’ attention to the stalled strategic assessment of the Perth and Peel regions. That was 
to be the basis upon which these kinds of bilateral decisions could be made in these regions. That process, which 
would have provided a proper shared understanding of what could be built and where, has not happened, yet we 
are looking at the final outcome being that the state will determine national environmental decisions in this region 
anyway. I recently spoke about the need for evidence to underpin our policy setting and decision-making, and my 
grave concerns that our scientists do not have the freedom to let us know what is happening. I have spoken about this 
and made individual statements on those concerns in the last couple of months. I think the fact that we are moving 
ahead without this process being complete, and while the government refuses to provide the review of Bush Forever, 
which is somehow being stalled, along with the strategic assessment of the Perth and Peel regions, is simply not good 
enough. I genuinely fear that the collation of all these policies will simply lead to the loss of more of Perth’s bushland. 

Overall, these bills make some decent changes to the act as it stands, but they do not go anywhere near far enough. 
Basically, they are a litany of lost opportunities to combat climate change and also increase public accountability. 
The lack of reference to climate change in this legislation is frankly bewildering. It is a vast and unaccountable 
gap, given the centrality of climate to the environment. Accountability is another vastly important area in which, 
unfortunately, the act falls short in numerous places and which these bills do not address. There is no right to know 
the reasons for the decisions made under the Environmental Protection Act. There is more scope to make public 
information that is related to environmental protection plans, environmental impact assessments, environmental 
management plans and licences; we could have done more. We should not delegate to decision-makers and processes 
that do not have environmental protection as their chief concern. The act still allows for very wide ministerial 
discretion, and too many key decisions will be left in the hands of the executive. The Environmental Protection 
Amendment Bill 2020 should prohibit certain projects, particularly given the extreme detriment caused to the 
environment by the state’s LNG industry. Finally, the provisions introduced by bilateral agreements delegate too 
much control over approvals to the state rather than the commonwealth. 
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We need to do much better in amending our state environmental law, especially given the climate crisis that we 
are faced with. We had an opportunity to do that with these bills, and we did not. 

HON STEPHEN DAWSON (Mining and Pastoral — Minister for Environment) [8.50 pm] — in reply: I thank 
all members who have made a contribution to the cognate debate on the Environmental Protection Amendment 
Bill 2020 and the Environmental Protection Amendment Bill (No. 2) 2020 and for their indication of support or 
otherwise for the bills. It was gratifying to hear the general support for the bills and it was interesting to hear the 
different views on the Environmental Protection Act and its administration over the last 30 or so years. I was 
encouraged to hear broad support for environmental protection in this state and for sustainable development. I want 
to acknowledge up-front the positive and proactive engagement and relationships that many of the honourable 
members in this place have with my office. The relationships that develop during the early conversations that take 
place mean we get better outcomes when tackling the issues raised by members. A number of members reached 
out to my office and were able to sort out problems at an early stage. I appreciate the open and honest way that 
members do that and I just wanted to place that on the record. I will try to go through many of those issues raised 
by members in the debate thus far. 

We heard from the opposition spokesperson for the environment, Hon Tjorn Sibma. He emphasised the importance 
of culture and practice, not just legislation and regulation, in promoting good regulatory performance. I concur 
with this wholeheartedly. I discuss this with the director general of the Department of Water and Environmental 
Regulation on a regular basis. The government and the department together have initiated a number of important 
reforms that include Streamline WA; Environment Online; the one-stop shop, the biodiversity information office; 
and regular reporting against key performance indicators to ensure that we are responding to the broad needs of the 
Western Australian community. We increasingly forecast future workloads and examine the way that risk is applied. 
DWER has also been focused on reflecting and learning from recent reviews into the department’s practices and 
that of similar agencies nationally, including the recent audit of the federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act, and the independent, interim review by Graeme Samuel of that same act, which was reported 
on fairly recently. 

Hon Tjorn Sibma also questioned whether there were adequate numbers of environmental officers to undertake 
environmental impact assessments in a timely way. Again, I, too, have placed a particular focus on this issue since 
coming into my role as minister. The McGowan government has made sure that the Environmental Protection 
Authority is adequately resourced to deal with major assessments in a timely manner and to ensure appropriate and 
considered sustainable development. This is also something that we watch. The EPA has dealt with more projects 
this year than it has for a very long time. The last time it dealt with this many was probably at the peak of the boom. 
We have allocated an additional $5 million post the machinery-of-government reforms. In 2018, we allocated about 
$3 million, and in 2019, a further $1.7 million. That represents an increase from 38 FTE in 2017–18 to 50 FTE in 
2020–21. An additional five FTE have been provided in support areas such as the Office of the Appeals Convenor. 
All the different parts of the system have to be able to work together. It is important that the assistance needed is 
given to not only the EPA but also support areas such as the Office of the Appeals Convenor. 

To deal with the change in demand, including short-term surges and long-term structural changes, a head power 
will be established under part IV of the act to deal with cost recovery. Regulations will be developed in consultation 
with stakeholders to ensure that adequate resources are available to deal with assessments in a timely way. In 
their contributions, Hon Tjorn Sibma and Hon Dr Steve Thomas noted that time frames for approval processes 
remain a vexed issue. Hon Dr Steve Thomas has proposed amendments to insert time frames into the bill. We have 
had conversations behind the Chair about this, but I, too, share the focus on time frames. They are a budget key 
performance indicator for all the approvals processes. I look forward to discussing the detail of those amendments 
in Committee of the Whole. I certainly am sympathetic to a number of those amendments on the supplementary 
notice paper, but we need to ensure that statutory support for time frames promotes a more efficient process. I have 
supported some of those amendments in principle, but we will get to that detail a little later on. 

The 14-day time frame proposed by Hon Dr Steve Thomas for departments to respond to an EPA request for further 
information would reduce flexibility and almost have the perverse consequence of an increase in formal assessments, 
so we have to be careful with what we do. If we are tinkering, we have to make sure that it adds to the system and 
does not detract from or delay the decision-making process. Constraining time frames at that stage of the process 
could lead to very conservative advice and, therefore, more assessments being undertaken, so we have to be careful 
of that. The EPA’s requests to departments are usually for complex technical advice or to understand how departments 
could manage a particular environmental factor. Restricting the time frame for this function may reduce the EPA’s 
capacity to support more efficient assessment time frames, including leaving the EPA to set a higher level of 
assessment than might otherwise be the case. I think that that is the opposite of what is desired. 

Advice was also sought on whether the bill would address the compliance load on proponents for post-assessment 
work. Many of the amendments to part IV of the act aim to reduce unnecessary administration, including post-assessment 
compliance. In particular, the amendments provide a clear process for changes to proposals and conditions 
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post-approval. This is not about limiting or lowering environmental protection, but streamlining processes. In some 
cases, processes take place that do not really benefit the environment but just add to the time frame of projects or 
make it harder for proponents. 

The amendments will ensure that proposed changes without a significant environmental impact are not administratively 
burdensome and do not lead to unnecessary work. The current act is not flexible in this way and it has been criticised 
over time for some unnecessary processes. I am confident that changes in the bill will reduce costs and workload 
post-assessment for both proponents and the department without having a corresponding impact on the environment 
or sending things backwards. 

Hon Tjorn Sibma noted that there will be a significant regulatory drafting workload on Parliamentary Counsel’s 
Office and on the department as many of the provisions are head powers. He expressed a concern that given the 
calendar, there may be a curtailed opportunity for parliamentary scrutiny. I have asked the department for an 
indicative time line for developing regulations. As per the government’s previous commitment by my parliamentary 
secretary, Reece Whitby, in the other place, these regulations will be developed through extensive consultation with 
stakeholders. Members can expect to see a staged approach to regulations from about May or June 2021. We are 
certainly working as hard as we can to get them done quicker, but there will be an opportunity for consultation and 
parliamentary scrutiny as we move along the journey. To be honest, honourable member, a great deal of hand-holding 
will need to take place with industry in particular to make sure that we land in a good place on a number of the 
regulations. The plan is to have extensive consultation with stakeholders. I hope that reassures the honourable 
member that there is no intention to avoid the proper scrutiny of Parliament. The department remains committed 
to effective stakeholder consultation. That has happened even during COVID-19 times, through additional platforms 
such as Zoom. My office and I will certainly make sure that we stay across that consultation. As well as obtaining 
advice from the department, we will of course consider feedback from the various stakeholders and make adjustments 
where appropriate. 

A number of speakers raised the issue of offsets, including their use by the commonwealth, changing requirements 
and a lack of justification. Hon Diane Evers noted in her contribution opportunities for natural resource management 
and other community groups to participate in revegetation activities. In my view, offsets can play a valuable role 
in mitigating the impacts of development, but it is certainly important to make sure that their use is appropriate, 
effective and transparent. Having been in and around environment ministers’ offices for a great deal of time, I know 
that concern has often been voiced by various external stakeholders to government about how offsets are used and 
how people could see they were being used. That transparency is important. The government recognises the need 
for rigour as well as high integrity and governance standards and good science to inform the use of offsets. 

Since becoming minister, we have initiated a review of the Western Australian environmental offsets framework 
developed under the previous government. The review found that the framework is generally sound but identified 
a number of opportunities for improvement that are being pursued at the moment. For example, the review recommended 
improved standards of governance and operation of funds, which has resulted in the inclusion of a head power in the 
bill to provide for this. Consistent with the point raised by Hon Diane Evers, there are opportunities for environmental 
protection covenants to promote the involvement of voluntary landholder participation, including in revegetation. 

The effect of the tax bill was queried—I am not sure whether it was Hon Tjorn Sibma who raised that issue; I cannot 
recall who it was. This is a technical bill. As both the part IV cost recovery and the levy for environmental monitoring 
programs are to fund the costs incurred by part IV assessment, compliance and monitoring programs respectively, 
the government does not consider that these are taxes. However, to remove any doubt and ensure compliance with 
the Constitution, a separate bill has been introduced. 

A number of speakers raised the issue of cumulative impacts and in particular how these would be assessed and 
whether there would be any guidance on their use. I would like to reassure honourable members that cumulative 
impacts have long been considered by the Environmental Protection Authority in a discretionary way, and this 
amendment does not change that. I understand the EPA will update its administrative procedures to support many of 
the changes proposed in this bill, including bilateral agreements, time lines and cumulative impacts. This will 
provide the clarity that honourable members were seeking and will confirm and codify what is current practice. 

There were a couple of comments about bilateral agreements. I was pleased to hear that many speakers support 
bilateral agreements. Hon Robin Chapple reminded us in his contribution of previous attempts at bilateral negotiations, 
which at times have been frustrating. Clause 100 inserts part VIIIA, which will provide a range of powers to ensure 
that these arrangements can be progressed and implemented. The McGowan government is committed to bilateral 
approval agreements and is working proactively on that at the moment. The commonwealth government recently 
confirmed its intention to enter into a landmark agreement that will provide a single avenue for industry to achieve 
commonwealth and state environmental assessments and approvals. We have been advocating strongly for the 
benefits of removing duplication between state and federal requirements while maintaining high environmental 
standards. This approach was supported by the interim review of the commonwealth’s Environment Protection 
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and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 by Professor Graeme Samuel, which was released last month. The review 
criticised duplicative processes and proposed improved outcomes through the use of environmental standards. The 
expeditious passage of this bill through the Parliament will be key to Western Australia achieving this important 
piece of reform soon. It is estimated that this reform will save proponents about six months on their approvals 
journey, which I think is a pretty important outcome as we attempt to reboot the Western Australian and national 
economies post the pandemic. I reiterate that we can do this while maintaining high environmental standards; they 
are not mutually exclusive. 

There was a bit of discussion about environmental monitoring programs. Members were mainly supportive, but 
there were some questions about their operation. The environmental monitoring program provisions are head powers 
only. Each monitoring program will require its own new set of regulations, and their development will be reserved 
for circumstances in which there are multiple sources of emissions or discharges that may have a significant impact 
on important environmental values. This is expected to be applied in only a limited number of cases, with one example 
being the Murujuga rock art monitoring. The regulations will be developed in consultation with stakeholders and 
the affected industry. Environmental monitoring programs will apply only to licensees with relevant emissions. The 
amendment bill ensures that funds will be expended only on the program for which they are collected, and they 
will be subject to the requirements of the Financial Management Act. Hon Dr Steve Thomas noted that there was 
industry support for environmental programs as long as they reward improved standards, and I concur with that. 
This is something the government agrees with. Environmental monitoring programs established in regulations will 
reward reduced emissions. The approach will allow for recalculation of the levy based on the contribution of 
individual operators to the overall emissions as these change over time. Hon Dr Steve Thomas asked how many 
environmental protection policies had been made in the last 10 years. I think he knows the answer, which is none. 

Hon Dr Steve Thomas: Never ask a question you don’t know the answer to. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: I know; I have heard that from the member before. 

Environmental protection policies are developed by the Environmental Protection Authority and approved by the 
minister, and are subsidiary legislation. I know Hon Dr Steve Thomas had an idea of using the EPP for another 
problem that we were dealing with a year and a half ago. 

Hon Dr Steve Thomas: It would have been an excellent solution. 

Hon STEPHEN DAWSON: We will not rule it out in the future. 

On the issue of environmentally sensitive areas, Hon Rick Mazza emphasised in his contribution the need to balance 
environmental protection against bureaucracy, property rights and the need for fire prevention. I think he also 
raised concerns about the impacts of environmentally sensitive areas on exemptions. He also supports compensation 
for ESAs, and obviously there is an amendment on that. In fact, Hon Dr Steve Thomas elaborated on some of the 
issues that ESAs cause. I am happy to reassure all honourable members who have raised concerns about environmentally 
sensitive areas that this is something we have thought carefully about. I am pleased to advise that, further to my brief 
ministerial statement on 25 June this year, ESAs are now included in Landgate’s property interest report, which is 
available online to the public. Stakeholders have been informed and the Department of Water and Environmental 
Regulation has updated its website and guidance. I can also advise that DWER is discussing opportunities with 
the Real Estate Institute of Western Australia on how to highlight the availability of these property interest reports 
to all potential buyers. A link to the report is available on every property advertisement on the Real Estate Institute 
of Western Australia website, and I am advised that further improvements are also being pursued, and will ensure 
that environmentally sensitive area notices are accessible to owners, prospective owners and real estate agents. 
This approach provides the advantages of having ESAs on the title without the very real drawbacks of memorials. It 
provides transparency without the red tape or potential impact on property values. It is for these reasons and the fact 
that ESAs do not prevent clearing that I do not support the proposal to require placing memorials on title for ESAs. 
I am sure that we will have a vigorous debate—certainly further debate—on the issue when we proceed. A memorial 
would be misleading, as ESAs are relevant only when there is native vegetation. In order to clearly define areas of 
native vegetation for the purpose of a memorial, costly and resource-intensive boundary surveys would be required. 

I understand the need to ensure that the reporting we have put in place is maintained and cannot easily be undone; 
therefore, I have proposed to include a legal requirement that the property interest report for ESAs continues to be 
made available. I acknowledge that a number of members have raised very real concerns about the need for 
landowners to be consulted before ESAs are made; therefore, I will be supporting an amendment for notification 
of and consultation with owners before making regulations about new ESAs. I propose that the CEO must consult 
and notify owners in the prescribed manner, which will be set out in the regulations. I consider that the reforms to 
ESAs in this bill—the greater public availability and the referral system that will allow for a quick decision when 
there is no significant impact—will provide a robust way of balancing environmental protection and property rights. 
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There was a lot of interest in how the new referral provisions for clearing would work, including the publication 
requirements. I can clarify that referral is optional. The criteria to which the CEO must have regard are contained 
in the bill and the CEO’s decision on whether a clearing permit is required must be published. The Department of 
Water and Environmental Regulation intends to develop publicly available guidance on how the CEO will consider 
the criteria in the legislation to assist applicants intending to refer clearing proposals. 

There was some commentary around the accreditation of environmental practitioners. Although there was overall 
support for improving the standards of environmental practitioners, there was a range of views on whether their 
accreditation should be voluntary, as the bill before us provides. The voluntary approach provides proponents the 
flexibility and the choice to engage, if required, independently assessed, qualified and experienced professionals 
proficient in producing high-quality environmental assessment documents. The voluntary nature of the scheme 
provides the framework for improving standards while enabling proponents to remain engaged in existing trusted 
consultant relationships without obstacle. There was extensive consultation with industry peak bodies and the final 
position retains the advantages of accreditation in setting high standards and promoting the use of accredited experts 
without the inflexibility of creating a mandatory scheme. The Environmental Protection Authority may arrange peer 
reviews whenever this is considered necessary. From time to time, the EPA engages specialist technical experts 
for peer reviews, and this option will remain open to the EPA whenever it is considered necessary. 
Fire prevention came up a number of times. Like a number of speakers, Hon Dr Steve Thomas raised the question of 
the intersection of clearing provisions with fire prevention and management. I want to make a few remarks on this issue. 
The government strongly endorses the need for fire prevention and management. The Environmental Protection Act 
gives primacy to fire management legislation through a significant number of exemptions in schedule 6, and these 
apply regardless of whether an area is an ESA. This approach ensures that those best able to determine necessary fire 
prevention requirements can set these, rather than them being in the EP act, which obviously has a very different 
primary purpose. For example, section 33 of the Bush Fires Act allows clearing for fire prevention at any time, not 
just in response to an imminent threat, including through a notice given by a local government. In setting a notice, 
a local government can require clearing of an area around a dwelling of any distance, not only 25 metres, based 
on vegetation type and fire risk. The bill amends clause 1 of schedule 6 to allow the EP act to adopt any requirement to 
clear for fire prevention purposes as an exemption under regulations. This exemption will apply in ESAs. This will 
ensure that the EP act can quickly adopt any advances in legislation for fire prevention as part of the clearing provisions. 
I thank Hon Robin Chapple for his contribution on the definition of “environment” and the history lesson he gave us on 
the EP act and Murujuga, in particular. Having been around for a very long time, the honourable member has a great 
deal of knowledge in this area. Hon Robin Chapple, Hon Diane Evers, Hon Tim Clifford and I think Hon Alison Xamon 
all noted that the definition of “environment” does not include climate change or Aboriginal heritage, and that the 
bill does not change this. There has been a good deal of case law on the definition of “environment”. The principles 
and the objects of the EP act and the definition of “environment” are sufficiently broad to encompass the assessment 
of climate change and Aboriginal heritage. This includes both greenhouse gas emissions and adaptation to its effects, as 
well as Aboriginal heritage when it is related to the biophysical environment. Although there is a place for Aboriginal 
heritage in the context of the EP act, it is important that it has its own legislation. The current Aboriginal Heritage Act 
is outdated. We have had debates on that in this place previously. It is outdated and does not meet the current needs 
of Aboriginal people, does not meet the needs of government or industry and does not do enough to protect our unique 
heritage. As honourable members would know, the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs released the draft Aboriginal Cultural 
Heritage Bill in September, followed by targeted stakeholder consultation and public information sessions. I am 
told that he will have some further announcements on that over coming weeks. 
On climate change, the government is committed to working with all sectors of the Western Australian economy to 
achieve net zero emissions by 2050, as I indicated in the answer given to Hon Tim Clifford today from the Minister 
for Energy. The government announced its aspiration of net zero emissions in August 2019 with its greenhouse 
gas emissions policy for major projects. I think this policy is a sensible, balanced approach to emissions reduction 
that sends a signal for cleaner investment, providing certainty for business and driving innovation and ensuring 
transparency. Hon Diane Evers noted the potential for rehabilitation of pastoral areas to contribute to biosequestration. 
The government is exploring how best to realise Western Australia’s extensive capacity to sequester carbon by storing 
it in our soils and vegetation, including our rangelands, conservation estate and coastal vegetated ecosystems. As 
honourable members would know, we are also developing a state climate policy. It is due to be released later this 
year. In putting that together and through our public consultation, we received more than 3 700 submissions on the 
issues paper released to inform the policy. Opportunities to reduce emissions to achieve the state aspiration will 
be considered as part of the state climate policy. Many would be aware that the EPA already considers greenhouse 
gas emissions and climate impacts in its assessments, with greenhouse gas conditions having been included in 
ministerial statements for almost 30 years. They go back to 1991. That was before my time, but Hon Robin Chapple 
probably remembers some of those things. We will not, of course, be closing down the gas industry, as at least one 
honourable member has asked us to do. I make that point today. 
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Some speakers queried the relationship between the native vegetation policy and this bill. As I indicated in answer 
to a question from Hon Tjorn Sibma today, we are committed to developing a state native vegetation policy. This 
is an important piece of work, and I have to say that once it is settled, it will be the first time that Western Australia 
has ever had an overarching native vegetation policy. Extensive consultation was undertaken, including workshops 
across regional Western Australia from November last year to February this year. I know that a number of members of 
Parliament attended some of those workshops. Over a thousand people attended the workshops and shared their views 
on this process. As I indicated today, it is expected that a draft policy will be released soon for consultation. This is 
an important issue and it is important to be transparent about it. Equally, it is important to properly consult on it. 
I refer to environmental protection and the Environmental Protection Authority. A number of our colleagues in the 
Greens were concerned that the bill will not sufficiently protect the environment. I want to make it clear that nothing 
in the bill will remove or, indeed, reduce environmental protection. The bill focuses on improvements to processes, 
including transparency, predictability and the avoidance of duplication. Likewise, the government respects the 
independence of the EPA and values this longstanding and unique feature of Western Australia’s act. 
Hon Colin Holt is away from the chamber on urgent parliamentary business, but he made a valuable contribution 
about the interaction of the Environmental Protection Act and silviculture. I am appreciative of Hon Colin Holt for 
advising me of his concerns about this, and also thankful for the way that he has engaged with my office on this issue 
over past times. I will make a few introductory remarks before I outline the changes that we will make, which, I think, 
will make it easier for proponents of ecological thinning and silvicultural activities under the EP act. I think that 
Hon Colin Holt is right to focus on the opportunity that sustainable forestry on private property presents for WA. He 
drew attention to the government’s Djarlma plan, which was launched by the Minister for Forestry, Hon Dave Kelly. 
I think Hon Diane Evers may have made contributions previously on this issue. Clean and green forestry industries 
are high value and are able to be accredited under schemes such as that of the Forest Stewardship Council. Forestry 
on crown land can achieve this through the forest management plan, various state and commonwealth legislation, 
and oversight by state agencies; therefore, a separate clearing permit is not required. 
I agree with Hon Colin Holt that there is a significant opportunity for not only the Department of Water and 
Environmental Regulation, but also the Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions to work together 
with the sector to develop a framework to promote private sustainable forestry as envisaged in the Djarlma plan. 
I have asked the director general of DWER to establish a process for engagement with the sector and private property 
owners so that the sector will be aware of important changes, the department will be aware of sector concerns, and 
the sector will be involved in the development of further improvements to deliver efficient processes and ensure 
that environmental considerations are appropriately dealt with. 
The changes in this bill are designed to make it easier for proponents of low-impact clearing through a new referral 
system. That system will allow proponents that meet certain criteria for low environmental impact clearing to 
proceed without needing to get a clearing permit. These referral decisions must be made by the CEO within 21 days 
and will not have any fees. That will make the process quick, easy and cheap for proponents. DWER has also been 
working with DBCA to streamline and simplify the clearing permit assessment and approval process by aligning 
it with DBCA guidelines for silviculture in karri, jarrah and wandoo forests. That will ensure not only what I think 
will be timely decisions, but also a consistent approach. That is a concern that has occasionally been raised. If 
a clearing permit is required—for example, because an important biodiversity or environmental value is present—
the assessment can ensure that silvicultural prescriptions are followed and a sustainable forestry framework can 
be implemented through conditions of a clearing permit. 
I am coming to the end of my reply. Hon Alison Xamon made a couple of comments that were similar to those of her 
colleagues. I refer to the commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act. Graeme Samuel 
had very different views from those put forward by Hon Alison Xamon about the EPBC act, the way the commonwealth 
considers environmental matters and approvals, and the need to reduce duplication. I do not think it is fair to say 
that somehow the federal law or processes are better than Western Australian legislation. We may be able to say that 
about some other states in the country, but I do not think we can say it about Western Australia. It is a frustration 
for many that at the moment Parliaments need to go through both a state and federal process. It just adds to the time 
frame and does not benefit anybody, and we certainly cannot say that it benefits the environment by adding an 
extra six months. 
I will finish by saying that, as I have indicated, we will support a number of the amendments on the supplementary 
notice papers that I think have been put forward in good conscience, and a number of them will improve the bills 
before us. We will take some as they are, but although we support the intent of some others, the drafting has been 
modified on the advice of the Parliamentary Counsel’s Office. 
With that, I again appreciate the contributions that have been made by various members and I commend the bills 
to the house. 
Questions put and passed. 
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Bills read a second time. 
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